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Photovoltaic (PV) and Fire
Fighter Safety

DHS / Assistance to Firefighters Grant – PV
and Fire Fighter Safety
Address fire fighter’s concerns
regarding fighting fires
involving photovoltaic (PV)
modules.

Photos courtesy of College Park MD Fire Department
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Project Overview

Fire Service Participation

The deployment of PV complicates traditional firefighter
suppression, ventilation and overhaul tactics - potentially
exposing firefighters to electrical hazards not encountered
with traditional utility power supplies.
• Shock Hazard Due to the Presence of Water and PV Power
During Suppression Activities
• Shock Hazard Due to the Direct Contact With Energized
Components During Firefighting Operations
• Emergency Disconnect and Disruption Techniques
• Severing of Conductors
• Assessment of PV Power During Low Ambient Light,
Artificial Light and Light from a Fire
• Assessment of Potential Shock Hazard From Damaged PV
Modules and Systems
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Adding Clarity

Fire Service Perspective

Tonya Hoover, State Fire Marshal, - California

Gus Bryant, Captain - Kern
County Fire Department

Coby Wright, Captain - Kern
County Fire Department
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Slide from “PV Fire Fighting and Prevention” presentation.
Photon‘s 2nd PV Safety Conference, Berlin 13.04.2011
Project initiated by the German Solar Energy Association
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PV and Fire Fighter Safety Highlights – Power
Generation, Illumination by scene lighting

1000 Volt Array with Night-Time Illumination from Fire Truck(s) Lighting
Truck #1
Truck #2
Total
Distance
Bed 12 kW
Bed 6 kW Lighting
from
Array
Boom 6 kW Boom 4.5 kW
kW
(Feet)
Volts Milliamps Hazard

Experiments using ground lighting towers indicate
that artificial light at night (e.g. ground scene lighting)
can cause a typical rooftop PV array to generate
current at hazardous levels.

Bed + Boom

Current

Bed + Boom
Partial Bed
Partial Bed
Bed + Boom

(mA)
Hazard
Leakage
Safe
2
Perception
40
Lock On
240
Electrocution

Bed + Boom
Partial Bed

Bed + Boom
Boom
Bed + Boom

Bed + Boom
Bed + Boom

None
18
10.5
4.5
28.5
3
1.5
18
10.5
28.5
1.5

25
38
38
25 & 38
25
25
50
75
50 & 75
50

48
812
780
738
836
657
575
735
700
773
340

0
132
88
50
212
22
11
37
22
49
1.5

Safe
Lock On
Lock On
Lock On
Lock On
Perception
Perception
Perception
Perception
Lock On
Safe
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PV and Fire Fighter Safety Highlights – Power
Generation From Illumination by Fire
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Additional Potential Shock Exposure
Experiments – Hose Stream, Boots & Gloves,
Module / Tool Interaction

Using a stack of ignited wood skids to
illuminate a PV module resulted in surprising
results of hazardous power levels at various
distances from the fire.
Light from a Fire (Single Module)
Distance
Open
Short
from
Circuit
Circuit
Fire (Feet)
Volts Milliamps Hazard
75
50
40
15
Full Sun

30
31
32
33
37

52
57
59
62
7500

Lock On
Lock On
Lock On
Lock On
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Does Covering Mitigate Shock Hazards?

Potential Shock Exposure Experiment
• A solid stream of pond water was directed at the
energized plate from a distance of 10 feet.
• At 1000 volts, a current of 5.7 milliamps was
measured through the stream (this represents a
perception danger to the firefighter holding the hose)
• Keeping the distance at 10 feet, the voltage was
reduced to 300 volts and a safe current of less than 2
milliamps was measured.
• An increase in distance to 20 feet resulted in a safe
level of less than 2 milliamps at 1000 volts.
• Similar results were found with the Class A foam.
Experiments using larger bore diameters resulted in slightly
lower currents measured through the stream.
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Use of Various Tarps to Block Illumination
Open
Short
Circuit
Circuit
Tarp
Color
Layers
Volts
Amps

Cost
$15
$15

4.0 mil sheet
4.0 mil sheet

Black
Black

1
2

33
0.5

0
0

Safe
Safe

$16
$16

5.1 mil tarp
5.1 mil tarp

Dark Blue
Dark Blue

1
2

126
121

2.1
1

Electrocution
Electrocution

$78

Salvage Canvas

Dark Gray

1

3.2

0

Safe

$94

Salvage Vinyl

Red

1

124

1.8

Electrocution

148

8.1

Full Sun

PV and Fire Fighter Safety Highlights – Array
Fire Experiments

Hazard

The first set of experiments represented a
fully involved structure fire and were
conducted to collapse of the roof(s).
Fire exposure experiments were
conducted on 3 active PV arrays:
−
−
−

Rack mounted modules
Shingle modules (building integrated)
Membrane modules attached to standing metal
seam roof

• This range of performance may be attributed to the density of
the weave of fabric tarps and the color and thickness of the
plastic sheet.
• The application of compressed air foam was found to be
ineffective in decreasing the output of an array to a non13
hazardous level.

Results
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PV and Fire Fighter Safety Highlights – Array
Fire Experiments

•Analysis of the data indicates portions of all three of the
arrays and individual modules remained partial to fully
functional even with significant damage.

The second set of
experiments represented
two fire conditions with rack
mounted array:

•Experiments developed surprising data from the
damaged PV modules and systems experiments during
overhaul:

•Compartment fire venting a
window

• Rack mounted modules – out of 20 modules 5 destroyed, 3
partially functioning, 12 fully operational

•Debris fire under the array

• Shingle modules (building integrated) – 68 shingles, 35 destroyed
and the remaining 33 fully operational
• Membrane modules attached to standing metal seam - out of 21
laminate modules 7 were destroyed and the remaining 14 were
fully operational
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PV and Fire Fighter Safety Highlights – Contact
During Ventilation / Overhaul

Photos above courtesy of Orange County Fire Authority

Photos above from experiments conducted at DELCO
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During a ventilation procedure – the main run from a
PV string was cut with a chain saw. Fortunately the
FF wasn’t injured.
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Where are the energized PV conductors?

Energized Conductors
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Remember, unless completely destroyed, PV
modules remain at least partially if not fully
functional.
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Important Conclusions

Important Conclusions

• Damage to the array may result in the
creation of new and unexpected circuit
paths. These paths may include both
array components and building
components (metal roofs, flashings and
gutters).

• Firefighter’s gloves and boots afford limited
protection against electrical shock and should
not be considered equivalent to electrical PPE.
• Minimum 20 feet of hose stream has been
determined to reduce potential shock hazard
from a 1000 Vdc source to a level considered as
safe.

• Electrical shock during overhaul
operations, including removal of
damaged PV components.

• Turning off an array is not as simple as opening
a disconnect switch.

• Electrical shock due to penetration of
circuit paths during ventilation activities,
including severing of electrical
conductors and PV components

• Fire department truck lights or by fire, PV
systems are capable of producing electrical
power sufficient to cause a lock-on hazard.
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Types of PV Systems

Dissemination
Information is available:
•Formal Report
•Web Based Outreach
•Presentations and Articles
www.ul.com/fireservice
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690.4(D) Multiple Inverters
Where the inverters are remotely located from each other,
a directory in accordance with 705.10 shall be installed at
each dc PV system disconnecting means, at each ac
disconnecting means, and at the main service
disconnecting means showing the location of all ac and dc
PV system disconnecting means in the building.
!

CAUTION

SES Equipment also fed
from onsite PV System
DC Disconnect
AC Disconnect
PV Arrays

SES
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690.7 Maximum Voltage

690.5 Ground-Fault Protection
(C) Labels and Markings. A warning label shall appear
on the utility-interactive inverter or be applied by the
installer near the ground-fault indicator at a visible
location, stating the following:

(E) Bipolar Source and Output Circuits.
(3) The equipment is clearly marked with a label as follows:

When the photovoltaic system also has batteries, the
same warning shall also be applied by the installer in a
visible location at the batteries.
33

690.10 Stand-Alone Systems
(C) Single 120-Volt Supply. The inverter output of a standalone
solar PV system shall be permitted to supply 120 volts to
single-phase, 3-wire, 120/240-volt service equipment or
distribution panels where there are no 240-volt outlets and
where there are no multiwire branch circuits. In all installations,
the rating of the overcurrent device connected to the output of
the inverter shall be less than the rating of the neutral bus in
the service equipment. This equipment shall be marked with
the following words or equivalent:

34

690.13 Building or Other Structure
Supplied by a Photovoltaic System
B) Marking. Each PV system disconnecting means shall be
permanently marked to identify it as a PV system disconnect.

PHOTOVOLTAIC
DC DISCONNECT
PHOTOVOLTAIC

35

AC DISCONNECT

36
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690.15 Disconnection of Photovoltaic
Equipment

690.15(A) Utility-Interactive Inverters Mounted
in Not Readily Accessible Locations.

Means shall be provided to disconnect equipment, such as
inverters, batteries, and charge controllers, from all ungrounded
conductors of all sources. If the equipment is energized from
more than one source, the disconnecting means shall be
grouped and identified.

(4) A plaque shall be installed in accordance with 705.10.
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690.16 Fuses
(B) Fuse Servicing.
Disconnecting means shall be installed on PV output circuits
where overcurrent devices (fuses) must be serviced that
cannot be isolated from energized circuits. The disconnecting
means shall be within sight of, and accessible to, the location
of the fuse or integral with fuse holder and shall comply with
690.17. Where the disconnecting means are located more
than 6 feet from the overcurrent device, a directory showing
the location of each disconnect shall be installed at the
overcurrent device location.
Non-load-break-rated disconnecting means shall be
marked “Do not open under load.”
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690.17(E) Interrupting Rating.
Where all terminals of the disconnecting means may be
energized in the open position, a warning sign shall be
mounted on or adjacent to the disconnecting means. The sign
shall be clearly legible and have the following words or
equivalent:

41

42
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690.31 Methods Permitted

690.31 Methods Permitted
(G) Direct-Current Photovoltaic Source and DirectCurrent Output Circuits on or Inside a Building.

(G) Direct-Current Photovoltaic Source and DirectCurrent Output Circuits on or Inside a Building.

(1) Embedded in Building Surfaces.
Where circuits are embedded in built-up, laminate, or
membrane roofing materials in roof areas not covered by PV
modules and associated equipment, the location of circuits
shall be clearly marked using a marking protocol that is
approved as being suitable for continuous exposure to
sunlight and
weather.

(3) Marking and Labeling Required. The following wiring
methods and enclosures that contain PV power source
conductors shall be marked with the wording WARNING:
PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER SOURCE by means of permanently
affixed labels or other approved permanent marking:
(1) Exposed raceways, cable trays, and other wiring methods
(2) Covers or enclosures of pull boxes and junction boxes
(3) Conduit bodies in which any of the available conduit
openings are unused
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690.31 Methods Permitted

690.31 Methods Permitted
(G) Direct-Current Photovoltaic Source and DirectCurrent Output Circuits on or Inside a Building
(4) Marking and Labeling Methods and Locations. The
labels or markings shall be visible after installation. The labels
shall be reflective, and all letters shall be capitalized and
shall be a minimum height of 3 8 inch in white on a red
background. PV power circuit labels shall appear on every
section of the wiring system that is separated by enclosures,
walls, partitions, ceilings, or floors. Spacing between labels or
markings, or between a label and a marking, shall not be more
than 10 feet. Labels required by this section shall be suitable
for the environment where they are installed.

(I) Bipolar Photovoltaic Systems.
….. Bipolar PV systems shall be clearly marked with a
permanent, legible warning notice indicating that the
disconnection of the grounded conductor(s) may result in
overvoltage on the equipment.
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690.35 Ungrounded Photovoltaic Power
Systems

690.33 Connectors.
(E) Interruption of Circuit. Connectors shall be either
(1) or (2):
(1)

Be rated for interrupting current without hazard to
the operator.

(2)

Be a type that requires the use of a tool to open
and marked “Do Not Disconnect Under Load” or
“Not for Current Interrupting.”

46

(F) Marking. The PV power source shall be labeled with the
following warning at each junction box, combiner box,
disconnect, and device where energized, ungrounded circuits
may be exposed during service:

47
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690.52 Alternating-Current Photovoltaic
Modules.

690.51 Modules
Modules shall be marked with identification of terminals or
leads as to polarity, maximum overcurrent device rating for
module protection, and with the following ratings:

Alternating-current modules shall be marked with identification
of terminals or leads and with identification of the following
ratings:

OPEN-CIRCUIT VOLTAGE

NOMINAL OPERATING AC VOLTAGE

OPRTATING VOLTAGE

NOMINAL OPERATING AC FREQUENCY

MAX PERMISSABLE SYSTEM VOLTAGE

MAXIMUM AC POWER

OPERATING CURRENT

MAXIMUM AC CURRENT

SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT

MAXIMUM OVERCURRENT DEVICE
RATING FOR AC MODULE PROTECTION

MAX POWER
49

690.53 Direct-Current Photovoltaic Power
Source
A permanent label for the direct-current PV power source
indicating items (1) through (5) shall be provided by the
installer at the PV disconnecting means:
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690.54 Interactive System Point of
Interconnection
All interactive system(s) points of interconnection with
other sources shall be marked at an accessible location at
the disconnecting means as a power source and with the
rated ac output current and the nominal operating ac
voltage.

PHOTOVOLTAIC AC DISCONNECT
MAXIMUM AC OPERATING CURRENT
MAXIMUM AC OPERTING VOLTAGE
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690.55 Photovoltaic Power Systems
Employing Energy Storage

690.55 Photovoltaic Power Systems
Employing Energy Storage
Photovoltaic power systems employing energy storage shall
also be marked with the maximum operating voltage,
including any equalization voltage and the polarity of the
grounded circuit conductor.

53

54
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690.56 Identification of Power Sources
(A) Facilities with Stand-Alone Systems.
Any structure or building with a PV power system that is not
connected to a utility service source and is a stand-alone
system shall have a permanent plaque or directory installed
on the exterior of the building or structure at a readily visible
location acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction. The
plaque or directory shall indicate the location of system
disconnecting means and that the structure contains a standalone electrical power system. The marking shall be in
accordance with 690.31(G).

55

690.56 Identification of Power Sources

690.56 Identification of Power Sources
(B) Facilities with Utility Services and PV Systems.
Buildings or structures with both utility service and a PV
system shall have a permanent plaque or directory
providing the location of the service disconnecting means
and the PV system disconnecting means if not located at
the same location.

Photos Courtesy of RLP & Associates
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705.12 Point of Connection

(C) Facilities with Rapid Shutdown.
Buildings or structures with both utility service and a PV
system, complying with 690.12, shall have a permanent
plaque or directory including the following wording:

(D) Utility-Interactive Inverters.
(2)(3)(B) Where two sources, one a utility and the other an inverter, are
located at opposite ends of a busbar that contains loads, the sum of 125
percent of the inverter(s) output circuit current and the rating of the
overcurrent device protecting the busbar shall not exceed 120 percent
of the ampacity of the busbar. The busbar shall be sized for the loads
connected in accordance with Article 220. A permanent warning label
shall be applied to the distribution equipment adjacent to the backfed
breaker from the inverter that displays the following or equivalent
wording:

The plaque or directory shall be reflective, with all letters
capitalized and having a minimum height of 3 8 inch, in white
on red background.
57
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110.21 Marking

705.12 Point of Connection

(B) Field-Applied Hazard Markings. Where caution, warning,
or danger signs or labels are required by this Code, the labels
shall meet the following requirements:

(D) Utility-Interactive Inverters.
(3) Marking. Equipment containing overcurrent devices in
circuits supplying power to a busbar or conductor supplied
from multiple sources shall be marked to indicate the
presence of all sources.

(1) The marking shall adequately warn of the hazard using
effective words and/or colors and/or symbols.
Informational Note: ANSI Z535.4-2011, Product Safety Signs and Labels, provides
guidelines for suitable font sizes, words, colors, symbols, and location requirements for
labels.

(2) The label shall be permanently affixed to the equipment
or wiring method and shall not be hand written.
Exception to (2): Portions of labels or markings that are variable, or that could be
subject to changes, shall be permitted to be hand written and shall be legible.

(3) The label shall be of sufficient durability to withstand the
environment involved.
59

60
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ANSI Z535.4-2011

ANSI Z535.4-2011
7 Safety sign and label colors
7.1 Standard colors
Safety colors shall conform to ANSI Z535.1.
7.2 Signal word panels
7.2.1 DANGER
The word DANGER shall be in safety white letters on a safety
red background.
7.2.2 WARNING
The word WARNING shall be in safety black letters on a safety
orange background.
7.2.3 CAUTION
The word CAUTION shall be in safety black letters on a safety
yellow background.

9 Sign and label placement
9.1 Location
Product safety signs and labels shall be placed such that they
will: (1) be readily visible to the intended viewer and (2), for
hazard alerting signs, alert the viewer to the hazard in time to
take appropriate action.
NOTE—Sections 8.2.1 thru 8.2.3, Section 9.1, and Annex B provide guidance for
determining “legibility” and “safe viewing distance.”

9.2 Protection
When feasible, placement of the sign or label should provide
protection from foreseeable damage, fading, or visual
obstruction caused by abrasion, ultraviolet radiation, or
substances such as lubricants, chemicals, and dirt.
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ANSI Z535.4-2011
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ANSI Z535.4-2011

63
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PV Rapid Shutdown

65

66
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PV Rapid Shutdown

History of PV Rapid Shutdown
Started in 2011 as Fire Service proposal for 2014 NEC to
address concerns on rooftop PV systems. Original name was
“Emergency Shutdown”.
 Goal was to reduce the number and voltage of energized
conductors.
 Provide a system that could not shock someone who comes
into contact with a damaged system.
 The wording was intentionally left vague to allow technical
solutions to be developed without being prescriptive.

First responders must contend
with elements of a PV system
that remain energized after the
service disconnect is opened.
The rapid shutdown requirement
reduces the potential for shock
within 30 seconds of activation of
shutdown. Methods and designs
for achieving proper rapid
shutdown are not addressed by
the National Electrical Code, but
instead are addressed in the
product standards for this type of
equipment.

67

UL Product Categories

68

2014 National Electric Code

QIJS (Photovoltaic Rapid Shutdown Systems)
QIJW (Photovoltaic Rapid Shutdown System Equipment)

Systems

System Equipment
69
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Photovoltaic Rapid Shutdown System
Equipment, QIJW

Photovoltaic Rapid Shutdown Systems,
QIJS

71

72
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690.12 Rapid Shutdown of PV
Systems on Buildings

690.12 Rapid Shutdown of PV
Systems on Buildings (2014)
PV system circuits installed on or in buildings shall include a rapid
shutdown function that controls specific conductors in accordance with
690.12(1) through (5) as follows.
(1) Requirements for controlled conductors shall apply only to PV
system conductors of more than 5 feet in length inside a building, or
more than 10 feet from a PV array.
(2) Controlled conductors shall be limited to not more than 30 volts and
240 volt-amperes within 10 seconds of rapid shutdown initiation.
(3) Voltage and power shall be measured between any two conductors
and between any conductor and ground.
(4) The rapid shutdown initiation methods shall be labeled in
accordance with 690.56(B).
(5) Equipment that performs the rapid shutdown shall be listed and
identified.
73

690.12 Rapid Shutdown of PV Systems on
Buildings

PV system circuits installed on or in buildings shall include a rapid
shutdown function that controls specific conductors in accordance with
690.12(1) through (5) as follows.
(1) Requirements for controlled conductors shall apply only to PV
system conductors of more than 5 feet in length inside a building, or
more than 10 feet from a PV array.
(2) Controlled conductors shall be limited to not more than 30 volts and
240 volt-amperes within 10 30 seconds of rapid shutdown initiation.
(3) Voltage and power shall be measured between any two conductors
and between any conductor and ground.
(4) The rapid shutdown initiation methods shall be labeled in accordance
with 690.56(B).
(5) Equipment that performs the rapid shutdown shall be listed and
identified.
TIA 14-10 Effective Date: August 24, 2016

74

IAFF Proposal for the 2017 National
Electrical Code

Required for buildings
• Residential and Commercial, on or in
buildings

• PV Systems should be safe when main service is shut down.
– Should not require a unique emergency activation device
(except with ESS).

Control Limits
• Array boundary 3 m (10 ft.)

• Reduce energized conductors in PV system.

• Inside a building 1.5 m (5 ft.)

– < 80Vdc within array footprint.

• Outside boundary – 30 V, 240 VA, 30 s

– < 30Vdc outside of array.

(TIA passed that changed time from 10
s to 30 s)

• Requirement for all building mounted systems.

• Inside boundary – no voltage or power
limits

– Highest life hazard & property values.

Other
• Equipment must be listed and identified

Controlled conductors
outside the boundary.
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2017 National Electrical Code PV Rapid
Shutdown Requirements, 690.12

2017 National Electrical Code PV Rapid
Shutdown Requirements, 690.12

690.12 Rapid Shutdown of PV Systems on Buildings.
PV system circuits installed on or in buildings shall include
a rapid shutdown function to reduce shock hazard for
emergency responders in accordance with 690.12(A)
through (D).
Exception: Ground-mounted PV system circuits that enter
buildings, of which the sole purpose is to house PV system
equipment, shall not be required to comply with 690.12.
(A) Controlled Conductors. Requirements for controlled
conductors shall apply to PV circuits supplied by the PV
system.
77

690.12 Rapid Shutdown of PV Systems on Buildings.
(B) Controlled Limits. The use of the term, array boundary,
in this section is defined as 305 mm (1 ft) from the array in all
directions. Controlled conductors outside the array boundary
shall comply with 690.12(B)(1) and inside the array
boundary shall comply with 690.12(B)(2).
(1) Outside the Array Boundary. Controlled conductors
located outside the boundary or more than 1 m (3 ft) from the
point of entry inside a building shall be limited to not more
than 30 volts within 30 seconds of rapid shutdown initiation.
Voltage shall be measured between any two conductors and
between any conductor and ground.
78
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2017 National Electrical Code PV Rapid
Shutdown Requirements, 690.12

2017 National Electrical Code PV Rapid
Shutdown Requirements, 690.12

690.12 Rapid Shutdown of PV Systems on Buildings.
(B) Controlled Limits.
(2) Inside the Array Boundary. The PV system shall
comply with one of the following:

690.12 Rapid Shutdown of PV Systems on Buildings.
(B) Controlled Limits.
(2) Inside the Array Boundary. The PV system shall
comply with one of the following:

(1) The PV array shall be listed or field labeled as a rapid
shutdown PV array. Such a PV array shall be installed
and used in accordance with the instructions included with
the rapid shutdown PV array listing and labeling or field
labeling.

(2) Controlled conductors located inside the boundary or
not more than 1 m (3 ft) from the point of penetration of the
surface of the building shall be limited to not more than
80 volts within 30 seconds of rapid shutdown initiation.
Voltage shall be measured between any two conductors
and between any conductor and ground.

79

2017 National Electrical Code PV Rapid
Shutdown Requirements, 690.12

2017 National Electrical Code PV Rapid
Shutdown Requirements, 690.12

2017 NEC Handbook exhibit 690.8: Controlled Conductors and Limits.

80
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2017 National Electrical Code PV Rapid
Shutdown Requirements, 690.12
690.12 Rapid Shutdown of PV Systems on Buildings.
(B) Controlled Limits.
(2) Inside the Array Boundary. The PV system shall
comply with one of the following:
(3) PV arrays with no exposed wiring methods, no exposed
conductive parts, and installed more than 2.5 m (8 ft) from
exposed grounded conductive parts or ground shall not be
required to comply with 690.12(B)(2).
The requirement of 690.12(B)(2) shall become effective
January 1, 2019.

83

84
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2017 National Electrical Code PV Rapid
Shutdown Requirements, 690.56

2017 National Electrical Code PV Rapid
Shutdown Requirements, 690.56

690.56 Identification of Power Sources.
(A) Facilities with Stand-Alone Systems. Any structure
or building with a PV power system that is not connected
to a utility service source and is a stand-alone system shall
have a permanent plaque or directory installed on the
exterior of the building or structure at a readily visible
location. The plaque or directory shall indicate the location
of system disconnecting means and that the structure
contains a stand-alone electrical power system.

690.56 Identification of Power Sources.
(B) Facilities with Utility Services and Photovoltaic
Systems. Plaques or directories shall be installed in
accordance with 705.10.
(C) Buildings with Rapid Shutdown. Buildings with PV
systems shall have permanent labels as described in
690.56(C)(1) through (C)(3).

85
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Rapid Shutdown Label 690.56(C)(1)(a)

Rapid Shutdown Label 690.56(C)(1)(b)

For PV systems that shut down the array and
conductors leaving the array:

For PV systems that only shut down conductors
leaving the array:

87

Rapid Shutdown Label 690.56(C)(2)

88

Rapid Shutdown
Label 690.56(C)(2)

If building has more than one PV system:
– Look to 2017 label for intention.
– Diagram identifying each system w/ dotted line around
non-RSS system.

If building has more than
one PV system:
– Look to 2017 label
for intention.
– Diagram identifying
each system and what
is controlled by the
Rapid Shutdown
system.

89

Courtesy of Pete Jackson
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Rapid Shutdown Label 690.56(C)(3)

New in the 2017 National Electrical Code

(3) Rapid Shutdown Switch. A rapid shutdown switch
shall have a label located on or no more than 1 m (3 ft)
from the switch that includes the following wording:

Article 691 - Large-Scale Photovoltaic (PV) Electric
Power Production Facility

RAPID SHUTDOWN SWITCH FOR SOLAR PV SYSTEM
The label shall be reflective, with all letters capitalized
and having a minimum height of 9.5 mm (3 8 in.), in white
on red background.

91

New in the 2017 National Electrical Code

92

New in the 2017 National Electrical Code

Article 706 - Energy Storage Systems

Article 710 - Stand-Alone Systems

93

New in the 2017 National Electrical Code

94

2018 International Fire Code Proposals

Article 712 - Direct Current Microgrids
A power distribution system consisting of more than one
interconnected dc power source, supplying dc-dc
converter(s), dc load(s), and/or ac load(s) powered by
dc-ac inverter(s).

95

96
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2018 International Fire Code Proposals

2018 International Fire Code Proposals

BXUV - Fire Resistance Ratings - ANSI/UL 263

97
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2018 International Fire Code Proposals

2018 International Fire Code Proposals

99

100

2018 International Fire Code Proposals

2018 International Fire Code Proposals
Installations in outdoor enclosures or containers which can
be occupied are treated as battery storage rooms
Exception: Battery arrays in noncombustible containers are
not required to be spaced three feet from the container walls.
Outdoor battery
systems must be
separated 5 feet
from lot lines, public
ways, buildings and
other exposure
hazards
101

•

Storage batteries (except lead-acid) must be
UL 1973 listed

•

Prepackaged/pre-engineered systems must
be UL 9540 listed

•

Battery chargers must be listed and
compatible with the battery chemistry and the manufacturer's
charging specifications

•

Inverters must be listed and suitable for utility interactive
system use if operating in parallel with the electrical grid

•

Vented batteries must include flame-arresting safety caps
102
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2018 International Fire Code Proposals
An approved Battery Management System (BMS) must be
provided to monitor and balance cell voltages, currents and
temperatures within the manufacturer's specifications.
The BMS must transmit an alarm to an approved location
if hazardous temperatures or other conditions such as short
circuits, overvoltage or undervoltage are detected.

2018 International Fire Code Proposals
Automatic smoke detection system
per Section 907.2.
Signage on or near battery room
doors:
Cautionary markings to identify
hazards with specific batteries
(corrosives, water reactive, hydrogen
gas, Li-ion batteries, etc.)

103

2018 International Fire Code Proposals
Systems that release toxic/highly toxic gases during charging,
discharging and normal use must comply with Chapter 60
Ventilation is required for system that produce combustible
gases during normal use
Spill control and neutralization required for systems with
liquid electrolytes
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Ventilation is required for system that produce
combustible gases during normal use.
A hydrogen explosion occurred in an UPS battery room. The
explosion blew a 400 ft2 hole in the roof, collapsed numerous
walls and ceilings throughout the building, and significantly
damaged a large portion of the 50,000 ft2 building.
The building was vacated; however the battery back-up
system was left behind. 911 callers reporting the explosion
also reported hearing an alarm for 3 days prior to the
explosion. This appears to have been a local alarm, as it was
not relayed at any time to the local fire department. Given how
slowly batteries generate H2, it appears as though batteries
were charging for a long period of time with no ventilation.
The hydrogen detector was alarming, and hydrogen continued
to build up until there was an ignition.
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2018 International Fire Code Proposals
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2018 International Fire Code Proposals
New IFC Chapter 12 – Energy Systems
Consolidates new and existing energy related requirements
1201-02 General and definitions

?

1203 Emergency and standby power systems
1204 Solar photovoltaic power systems

Jeff Fecteau
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1205 Fuel cell energy systems (New)
1206 Electrical energy storage systems
• 1206.1 Scope
• 1206.2 Stationary storage battery systems
• 1206.3 Electrical capacitor energy systems (New)
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